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Insertion Modelling Paradigm 
• 1. The world is a hierarchy of environments and agents inserted 

into these environments.
• 2. Agents and environments are entities evolving in time and 

having observed behaviors.
• 3. The insertion of an agent into an environment modifies the 

behavior of this environment and creates a new environment into 
which new agents can be inserted.

• 4. An environment considered as an agent can be inserted into a 
higher-level environment.

• 5. New agents can be inserted into an environment, moving from 
higher-level ones as well as from internal agents that have already 
been inserted into the environment before.

• 6. Agents and environments may model environments and other 
agents at different abstraction levels.



Algebra of Behaviors
Algebra of behaviors was developed by D. Gilbert and A. 
Letichevsky (Senior) in 1997
It considers the operations over actions and behaviors.

Prefixing operation a.B means that action a follows behaviour B. The 
operation of nondeterministic choice of behaviours u + v establishes 
alternative behaviours. The algebra has three terminal constants: 
successful termination ∆, deadlock 0, and unknown behaviour ⊥. The 
parallel and sequential composition are defined on the behaviors.

Example:
B0 = a1.a2.B1 + a3.B2,
B1 = a4.∆, 
B2 =…

The example define the order of event. The behavior B0 has two 
alternative - first is two actions a1 and a2 and then the rest behavior 
B1 or action a3 and rest behavior B2. Behavior B1 is action a4 and 
end of behavior etc.



Algebra of Behaviors (UCM 
diagram)

Behavior algebra 
operations can 
be mapped to 
the UCM. It is 
used for 
visualizing the 
graphical 
scenario that 
corresponds to 
behavior algebra 
expressions.



Every action is also defined by a couple, namely, the precondition
and postcondition of an action, given as an expression in some 
formal theory.

Algebra of Behaviors

Action(A,B) = (A > B) && !(A == 0) -> B = (B + 1)/A

The semantic of the action presented in C-like syntax means that if precondition (A >
B) && !(A == 0) is true for concrete values of A and B or is satisfiable for symbolic
(arbitrary) values of A and B, then we can change attribute B by the assignment B = (B
+ 1)/A. The action can be parametrized by the attributes used in the action’s conditions.

Action presented as MSC 
diagram. The transition between 
two state can be illustrated by 
MSC statements (message 
sending, local actions).



“Prometeus” Consensus Protocol
The nodes work concurrently and in

terms of insertion modeling, their high-
level behavior B can be presented by
the following behavior algebra
expression:

B = B1 || B2 || … || Bn

Bi = F || R || S,
F = f1.f2.B,
R = r1.R + r2.R + r3.R + B,
S = s1.S + s2.S + B



f1 = (timeslot == blockID) -> p(f1) (BlockCreation()),
f2 = 1 -> p(f2) (ReferenceCreation()),
r1 = ~(timeslot == blockID) -> p(r1) ReceiveBlock(),
r2 = 1 -> p(r2) (SendBlock()),
r3 = 1 -> p(r3) (ReceiveBlock()),
s1 = BlockMissed() -> p(s1) SendGossip(),
s2 = 1 -> p(s2) ReceiveGossip

During its time slot, each validator can perform the following concurrent actions:
• form a block during predefined time slot (f1), create references for other 

blocks, and send block (f2);
• receive blocks (r1) and send/receive positive gossip messages about the 

receiving of missed blocks (r2/r3);
• send/receive negative gossip messages about missed blocks in the previous 

time slot (s1/s2).

“Prometeus” Consensus Protocol



Formal Verification of the Properties
Forward symbolic modeling is a trace generation from an initial state to the 
sought-for property. 

Backward symbolic modeling is a trace generation from a sought-for 
property given as a formula of an agent state to an initial state. 

Static verification involves proving the satisfiability of the property violation 
formula.

Invariant computation is the most efficient method for proving a property or 
a property violation. We can prove a property by generating an invariant for 
some state without an exhausted traversal.

Slicing can be provided on the set of agent attributes that are affected by 
sought-for properties. 

Interleaving elimination is necessary for modeling parallel processes. 



The formula below represents the property on
network faults for the “Prometheus” consensus
protocol.

Forall (i,j,k) (1<=i<=VALIDATORS, 1<=j<= <=VALIDATORS, 1<= k<= 
timeSlot)

Block(k,i) = Block(k,j)
where VALIDATORS is the number of validators and Block(k,i) and (Block(k,j))

indicate the block created by validator i and j in time slot k.

This is the liveness property that should be satisfiable at the point at which 
the network was restored and all missed blocks were received.

Formal Verification of the Properties 
(Restoring of the Network)

It can be proved by backward symbolic 
modeling from the point of network restoration. 



This property for the consensus protocol should be checked if some validators 
performing malicious actions are added to the algebraic formalization. It is a type of 
finality property, and it implies the immutability of the state of the blockchain in the 
whole network. We consider that the number of malicious validators should be no more 
than 49%.
Forall(i,j)(
1<=i<=VALIDATORS,1<=j<=0.49*VALIDATORS) 
Finality(i) = true ó Malicious(j)=true && MissedBlocks(i)=false && timeslot = i + 
VALIDATORS
Malicious action: two blocks have been created during the same time slot by one
validator and a new behavior will be added:

F = f1.f2.f3,f4.B,
where f3 and f4 are the actions:

f3 = (Malicious(blockID) == true) && (timeslot == blockID) -> p(f3) 
(BlockCreation()),

f4 = (Malicious(blockID) == true) -> p(f4) (ReferenceCreation())

This property should be proved through the use of an invariant technique or 
backward modeling. 

Formal Verification of the Properties 
(Resistance to Double Spending)



Generic trace generation refers to the generation of tests with a different given 
coverage of code lines, transitions, edges or other elements of given specifications in 
terms of the model. The resulting traces are symbolic because the input/output 
environment is given as a formula, and therefore, the process of making values 
concrete should be provided afterwards

Symbolic Model-Based Testing

One of the difficulties faced in traditional methods for model testing is the 
different abstraction levels of test modeling and tested specifications.

Symbolic modeling provides for testing at different abstraction levels. Backward 
testing allows us to compare the behavior of a system by extracting high-level 
behavior from low-level entities.



Conclusions
1. The algebraic approach implemented in the IMS affords many 

benefits. It covers more states during the searching of the reachability 
of properties in the verification process, provides high accuracy in 
security tasks, and provides high coverage of tests in model-based 
testing.

2. At the same time, many problems still exist, and these require the 
technology to be enhanced and upgraded.
- We deal with NP-complete problems. It means that in a general 
case, the problem is hard to solve.
- During symbolic modeling, we can face the problem of exponential 

explosion. Modern interpolation and approximation methods can 
reduce the searching of the given model to a simpler model that 
can be suitable for resolving a challenge.

- The procedure of solving/proving during symbolic modeling or static 
checking is much slower than the calculation of concrete values in 
concrete modeling.

Insertion Modeling methods allows this approach to be applied for 
arbitrary number of agents and proves the properties that distinguish the 
IMS algebraic approach from others.
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